Position: Senior Civil Engineer

Location: MALTA, Il-Mosta

EMDP Ltd is a boutique multidisciplinary consultancy working in the fields of Environment / Management / Design / Planning for over 25 years. The practice has a broad experience in both small-scale and large-scale projects in Malta, Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East. As an Civil Engineer in our in our company, will be inquisitive, ready to meet new challenges, hard-working, responsible, decisive, able to work on your own initiative and enjoy ample knowledge in the civil engineering, infrastructure, roads, and design fields.

Main tasks:

- Check execution on construction site and approve completion (execution, invoicing, parts of contract ...)
- Coordinate the different stages of execution on a construction site. Follow-up of costs and progress
- Plan general design of an architectural project and develop models. Determine the criteria (cost, term, method,...)
- Draw up building or development plan of a building/place according to assignment or needs

Required profile:

- A Master’s Degree in Civil Engineering – MQF Level 7 from an internationally recognized University
- Proven Fluency in written and spoken English is a must
- A license or membership in a nationally recognized body to work as an Civil Engineering is necessary
- Work experience of 5 years
- Have excellent knowledge in the Microsoft suite; 2D drafting, 3D and BIM software such as AutoCAD

The company offers:

- Permanent contract
- Competitive salary based upon your qualifications: 24.000 – 30.000 €/year
- Assistance in obtaining the necessary warrant to operate as an Engineer in Malta
- Assistance with accommodation / relocation

How to apply: please send your CV in English to eures.recruitment.jobsplus@gov.mt and euresPToutgoing@iefp.pt

VERY IMPORTANT!! write in the e-mail Subject "589069772 Civil Engineer"

Further info: on this job vacancy please contact the EURES Adviser vitor.martins@iefp.pt

Last application date: October 3th 2021